The Lead Shelter Coordinator at Women’s Resource Center is looking for volunteers and interns to donate their time. The Women’s Resource Center’s mission is to provide safety, support, and shelter to those involved in domestic or sexual violence. Please see the message below from the Lead Coordinator:

“We are mainly looking for college students to come overnight at the Dover Healing House for a light sleeping shift. What's nice is that the interns will have time to do homework, will learn from myself in our hour long shift exchange and can also receive many other benefits from this internship. Such as, a well-known community resource to use on their resume as well as a reference letter from myself or the directors of WRC. Interns may also benefit from our community projects and our large network of connections to other resources within the community.”

If interested, please e-mail your resume to Samantha Elmore, Lead Shelter Coordinator at elmor002@rangers.uwp.edu. You may follow up with the Dover Healing House at 262-878-1238.